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Cummings & Goings  
  
The Code Part 1 - A Users Guide 
  
For years I have been giving you bits and pieces of The Code as the solution to problems 
frequently encountered on court. The other night it hit me -  I should give you The Code in its 
entirety (but not all at once) and then you could solve these problems yourself. Good idea. But 
first, why The Code in the first place when the International Tennis Federation (ITF) gives us a 
set of rules to follow? Good question. Probably the best answer is that the ITF Rules are written 
as if all matches are officiated. When is the last time you played in an officiated match? Was 
there ever a first? In the matches we play, much of what we do and how we do it is covered by 
custom and tradition. Enter The Code. 
  
The Code first saw the light of day in 1966 in World Tennis magazine. In 1967, the USLTA (the 
L for Lawn) gave it official recognition in a pamphlet with a covering memo by its president 
recommending "... we all play by "The Code." Later a USTA Regulation was added saying 
players shall follow The Code except to the extent an official assumes some of their 
responsibilities. And finally, it was incorporated in its entirety into the Friend At Court where it 
can now be found. 
  
The Code begins with an admonishment that all players have a responsibility to know the basic 
rules of tennis and, I might add, tennis etiquette.  
 
The fact is, though, that not all do and even many who think they do, do not. The basic rules are 
rather simple but there are a lot of nuances. You are going to get in a situation where you will 
not have an answer. This is where the first principle of The Code (#1) comes into play, namely, 
that tennis is a game that requires courtesy and cooperation. Work something out and get on 
with play. Often this involves the score. When it happens, don't stand at the baselines and yell 
back and forth at each other. Go to the net and per Code 32 recount the points/games played. 
After talking it over, if there is no reconciliation, replay only disputed points or games. If that 
doesn't work, play from a mutually agreeable score.  
 
Finally, if the preceding two options don't work, spin a racket. Scoring disputes can be largely 
avoided by servers announcing the game score before the first point of a game and the 
point score for each point in that game thereafter. Code 31 says servers shall do this, but not 
many do. 
  
Another principle (Code 2) is that all points played in good faith stand. If the wrong partner 
serves the first couple points of a game and the mistake is realized, the points stand and the 
partner who should have served finishes the game. If partners receive from the wrong sides and 
the mistake is discovered before the game is over, the points played stand and the erroneous 
order stands until that game is completed. If they receive again in that set, they resume the 
original order of receiving. If during a rally a player realizes a mistake was made, the rally must 
continue until completed before any corrective action can be taken. 
  
Code 2 also says shaking hands after a match acknowledges the match is over. A few years 
ago a friend got home from a match  and after mulling it over, realized they had gotten the score 
wrong and the set had not been completed. He called his opponent who agreed with him. Then 



he called me and asked what they should do. After he told me they had shaken hands I told him 
there was nothing to do - the match was over. Closure is not always neat and clean. 
  
The next 2 codes deal with the warm-up and as an aside, Rule 9 says the toss should be made 
before the warm-up starts so players warm-up on the same side they start the first game. The 
warm-up is anywhere from 5 - 10 minutes or sooner if all players are ready. Warm-up serves 
are included in this time and should be taken before the first serve of the match. Please, no first 
serve in. Balls in a warm-up should be hit directly to the opponent in order to get the maximum 
number of warm-up strokes. It is not a time to practice hitting winners.   
  
Next column: the Codes involved in making line calls and... there are a lot of them. 
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The Code Part 2 - Line Calls 
  
Three ITF Rules address line calls: Rule 12 says a line is part of the court; Rule 24 says a 
player loses the point if he returns a ball that hits outside the court before hitting the court and 
Rule 25 says a return is good if it hits the ground within the correct court. In contrast, there are 
15 Codes on line calls. Sounds like there is a lot to it, doesn't it? There is. 
  
No other unofficiated sport demands so much of its players and presents so many opportunities 
for error. Every point starts with a shot coming right at you, requiring you to move quickly to 
intercept it while at the same time determining if it’s in or out. A good return then starts a series 
of shots with both sides trying to hit the ball where the other player can't reach it. Invariably, a 
shot is hit close to a line and you have to decide if it's in or out, often on the dead run. Here is 
where Codes 6, 7 and 8 come in. Take them to heart and you will be a fair player well met in the 
eyes of your opponents.. 
  
Code 6 says that if you have any doubt about a ball being out, you have to play it good. Seven 
says that if a ball touches any part of a line it is good and that you have to "clearly" 
see separation between the ball and the line in order to call a ball out. No separation, it's in, not 
out. Keep playing. Eight says if you didn't really see the shot and are uncertain it was good, you 
have to play it good. On a clay court, Code 21 permits you to check the mark to see if a point-
ending shot was in or out. It cautions, however, that a ball can skip off a tape and leave a mark 
that is out. It happens, and if you hear a ball hit the tape or if you see a clean spot on the tape, 
the ball is good. 
  
What if you make a mistake - somewhere along the line, you will - and you realize a ball you 
called out was good or find you are not sure of the call? Code 12 says reverse the call and the 
point goes to your opponent. No more replays as was the case a couple years ago. 
  
Now, who can make line calls in a match you are playing? Code 5 says players call all shots 
landing on or aimed at their side of the net. What about spectators? Code 16 says "never." 
Period.  
  



Can an opponent make a call on your side of the net? Under special circumstances, yes. Code 
11 says you can ask an opponent for help on a point ending shot. If you do and they say the 
shot was good, you have to concede the point. If they are also not sure if the ball was in or out, 
you have to call it good per Code 8. With the exception of a first serve, the other time you can 
call a ball out across the net is if you clearly see a shot you hit was out. You do not have to wait 
to be asked. It's the old principle of not taking something that doesn't belong to you and 
is spelled out in Code 13. 
  
In doubles, Code 9 says either partner may call a ball hit to their side of the net, but what if one 
partner calls it out and the other sees it good. Code 14 says to tactfully tell the partner he 
goofed and let him reverse his call. I don't know about you, but to me it's more tactful to tell your 
partner that you could be wrong, but that you saw the ball good and that the point has to be 
conceded. None of the partners I play with would argue that I could be wrong.  
  
Code 25 says either partner can make a service call but that the partner who is not receiving 
should call the service base line. 
 
It is a given that calling a ball looking down a line is easier than one coming at a player across a 
line. Further, the non-receiving partner is stationary,  
a big plus when making a call.  
  
Per Code 26, when serving, either partner shall call a clear second serve fault against 
themselves, but not on a first serve. Per Code 11, aid from an opponent is available only on a 
call that ends a point. However, if a receiver fails in an attempt to put a first serve in play and 
you think it was a fault, you can call a fault.  
  
Especially on close calls, be sure you give your opponent a clear call, either vocal or visible per 
Code 15. Few things are as frustrating as when you think you have won a game only to learn an 
opponent had called an earlier shot out that you thought was in. A ball hitting just outside a line 
always merits a pronounced index finger to the sky. Conversely, I always give a safe sign on 
close winners just so there is no doubt. And per Code 17 and USTA Comment 11.2, calls 
should be made promptly. It is too late to call a ball out if you return the ball and your return has 
either gone out of play or your opponent has made a play on it.  
  
Finally, if you think a ball was called out in error, is it cricket to ask an opponent if he is sure of 
his call? Sure, why not?  "Are you sure of your call?"   
If the opponent is sure the call was correct - end of matter. Not sure - loss of point. On clay, the 
opponent should take a good second look at the mark. This was all spelled out in earlier Codes, 
but in 2011 it was removed with no explanation given as to why. It was noted in the Summary of 
Important Changes, however, that the removal did not prohibit questioning a call.  
 
Free! 
  
 Here's a deal that's almost too good to be true and it's free. Beginning Tuesday, August 20 and 
running through Friday, August 23, the US Open Qualifier will be played at Flushing 
Meadows. There, one of the hungriest group of players you will ever see in one tournament will 
be following their star, hoping to make the big time by earning a slot in the US Open main draw. 
Gates open at 10:00 and matches start at 11:00. Concession stands, souvenir and vendor 
booths should all be open for business. Matches are held on the field courts where you can 
sidle up courtside and almost reach out and touch the players. All matches are fiercely 
competitive but if one doesn't quite suit your fancy, there's bound to be one a short stroll away 



that does. Sounds like a good deal? Take my word for it, there may not be a better one in 
tennis.  
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The Code - Part 3 
Before starting Part 3, a reminder that the last 2 columns on The  Code and the ones to 
come are for players like you and me who have to make our own calls and settle our 
own differences on court with no officials. I'll add something about officials at the end of the 
series but am leaving them out now to keep the waters clear.  
  
Last time, we covered Codes relating to line calls - all 15 of them. Quite a hunk of The Code 
when you consider there are only 46 codes. The calls we'll address now are a lot fewer and far 
between such as touches, foul hits, carries/ doubles hits and not ups. All these calls are covered 
in Rule 24, Player Loses Point, and in Code 19, and all are your calls to make and not your 
opponents.  Some are tricky and because of their nature, can result in an element of doubt as to 
whether they occurred or not. 
  
Touches first - there are 2 kinds: those where the ball in play touches you or anything you are 
wearing or carrying except your racket and then those where during play of a point, you or 
anything you are wearing or carrying (including racket whether in hand or not) touch the net or 
your opponent's court.  
  
Most of the time it's obvious when a ball in play touches you, especially if you get plunked by a 
forehand drive or overhead - more touché than touch. What's not so obvious, say, is a net shot 
off your handle and you feel the ball just touch your hand. Yup, loss of point. More than once I 
had to raise my hand and stop play when I just wasn't quick enough with the racket. Back when 
women wore swirly skirts, it was common for a ball to graze a skirt when a player spun around 
to get out of the way of an oncoming ball, but I don't remember the last time I saw that 
happen.  And as long as the ball is in play, even when you are behind the baseline, if it hits 
you, loss of point.  
  
Every so often, a point is lost when a player touches the net, more often than not when trying to 
reach a drop shot or a ball that clips the top of the net and falls over. Usually those are cut and 
dried happenings. But I did have a player slide under the net without touching it and then 
think he had won the point on a put-away. Only one thing wrong - there was a nice slide 
mark on my side of the court where he had gone under the net onto my court. I've also had an 
opponent slam an overhead into my court and as the ball was sailing away, so was his racket 
onto my court. He knew something bad had happened and didn't say a word after my 
explanation unlike the fellow who slid under the net and thought I was throwing the book at him. 
Them's the rules.  
  
Foul hit? What the heck is that? Well, way back in the early days of my officiating career, I was 
taught that was what you called a ball hit before it crossed the net. It doesn't happen often. The 
last and only time I called it was as an official over 40 years ago when I was in the chair at 
Burdick Hall at Towson State (now Towson University) in the 1st Baltimore International. But be 
on the lookout! 



  
 Carries and double hits, boy, do I remember them. Back about 15 - 20 years ago, the ball had 
to be hit squeaky clean and if you didn't, your opponent would stop play and expect you to 'fess 
up. Then the rule was changed by adding the word deliberate, interpreted to mean that if a shot 
was hit with one continuous motion with no attempt at a second effort, it was legal. The number 
of carries/double hits dropped dramatically but didn't stop players for quite a while from stopping 
play when the now-legal carries/double hits occurred. Old habits are hard to change. I played 
more than one let when that happened out of the goodness of my heart, but finally decided the 
grace period was over. Yeah, there was some grumbling but soon everybody was  on board.  
  
This takes us to the final item in Code 19, not-ups, which are balls that bounce more than once 
before you hit them. Often, it's hard to tell when scrambling for a drop shot if a not-up happened. 
Keep in mind that per Code 6, if you are not sure, the opponent gets the benefit of the doubt.  
  
Code 20 addresses balls you hit that either go through the net or became imbedded in it and 
balls hit into the ground before going over the net.  
Unlike the situations in Code 19, these are your opponent’s calls, not yours, the difference being 
that as a general rule, it's your call if the ball is coming toward you and your opponent's call if 
the ball is going away from you after you hit it.  
  
Balls that become imbedded in the net or go through it are fairly a fairly easy call although way 
back when I do remember a couple going through the  net  that made me wonder how they got 
through. They do a better job of making nets now.  
  
Balls hit into the ground happen so fast it's hard to tell if the shot was good, much like a not-
up. A dead giveaway is these hits put backspin on the ball and if they bounce on your 
opponent’s side of the court, they jump back toward the net. Such hits are rare.  
  
That's enough for now. The next column will probably finish up the series on the Code after 
which you will all be experts.  
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The Code - Part 4 
  
We've already covered a lot of ground in this series on The Code, the unofficial "rules" of 
playing our game and now we'll tackle the segment on serving by starting off with Code 23 
which says don't foot fault. This is a rather obvious 'don't' because ITF Rules of Tennis already 
prohibit foot faults (Rule 18) and declaring such serves a fault (Rule 19). The problem is calling 
them when playing without officials and none are available (the theme of this whole series). The 
server has his eyes on the ball toss when the ball is hit and so does the receiver. The receiver 
standing about 80 feet away is not going to see a foot that just touches the line. So we are really 
talking about obvious/flagrant foot faults. Code 24 says a receiver or his partner first has to warn 
the server before calling a foot fault. So the first time you see an obvious/flagrant foot, play the 
point and then warn the server. The next time it happens, you can call a foot fault. Good Luck. 
  
 Any player who hears or sees a serve  hit the net may make a service let call and the call of 
"let" should be made immediately. If the serve goes in, it is replayed. A server's request for a 3rd 



ball should be complied with if the ball is readily available. Distant balls can be retrieved at the 
end of the game but there are times when courts are full that it makes sense to retrieve a ball 
immediately to avoid later complications in getting the right ball back.  
  
Code 29 (and Rule 21) says the server shall not serve until the receiver is ready and 
that receivers have to play to the reasonable pace of the server. If the server hits a "quick" serve 
(the receiver is not ready), the receiver should make no attempt to play it. If he does, he is 
presumed to be ready. Nick Powel, the author of the original Code, used to say there is no such 
thing as a quick serve, only a dumb receiver. Ouch!  
  
Per Code 28, obvious faults  should not be returned. It's not fair to an opponent to interrupt his 
serve by making him look after a loose ball. At best it's poor sportsmanship and at worst, 
gamesmanship. I usually stop faults with my racket and shove the ball in my pocket thus 
avoiding any concern about a ball rolling dangerously behind me and also saving a later pick-
up. Finally, Code 28  adds that if a receiver gives the server the benefit of a doubt and plays a 
serve that may be a fault, the ball is in play.  
  
The final Code on serving, number 30, deals with delays during service. If there is an 
interruption while the server is in motion during delivery of a second serve, a let, first serve is 
played. When there is a delay between a first and second serve and the delay was caused by 
the server or his partner in the case of doubles, the server gets only the second serve. The 
server gets two serves if the delay was caused by the receiver, his partner if doubles or by 
outside interference.  
  
But Code 30 doesn't stop there. There is another whole paragraph addressing a ball that comes 
onto the court between a first and second serve, the most common cause of outside 
interference. When this happens, the time it takes to clear the ball determines whether there has 
been an interruption in service and it is the receiver who gets to make this determination. No 
criteria is offered for making this determination other than the comment that this time is not 
considered sufficient unless prolonged. My take and that of just about all of the fellows I play 
with is that if it takes any time at all, "Take two."  
Are we not in it for fun? 
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The Code - Part 5.  Continuing on with this series on The Code - the way tennis should be 
played when there are no officials to enforce the rules - we come to the section on Hindrance 
(Codes 33 - 38). The Glossary in a Friend At Court says hindrance applies to making a shot but 
it is really broader than that. Merriam says hindrance is interference with an activity or progress 
thereof. Hindrance really applies to playing a point.  
 
There are 2 kinds of hindrance: unintentional and deliberate. To claim either, play must stop as 
soon as possible per Code 33, otherwise hindrance cannot be claimed and the point must be 
continued to completion. 
 
Unintentional hindrance is an act over which a player has no control that could disrupt a point. It 
results in a let being played if called by the player’s opponent, but per Code 36, only if the player 
claiming hindrance could have made the shot. It includes a hat falling off, a ball falling from a 



pocket, a yelp of surprise when opponents both swing at a ball and one gets hit in the head etc. 
Per Code 36, you cannot call hindrance on something you yourself caused such as the above 
hat and ball examples. But something outside your control can be a hindrance such as a player 
from another court invading yours and interfering with a shot you are trying to make.  
 
Intentional hindrance is a deliberate act that a player meant to do even though the intent may 
not have been to disrupt a point. If called by the player’s opponent, it results in loss of point and 
includes communications between partners while the ball is headed toward the opponents 
(Code 34) and body movement made solely to distract (Code 35). Feinting a tennis move is not 
a hindrance but moves such as jumping up and down, waving a racket, or you name it is a 
hindrance.  
 
And now, I interrupt this column (deliberate hindrance) for a tip of the old hat to Roy Van Brunt 
who recommended that intentional and unintentional hindrance be better defined in a draft I sent 
him for comment. Roy is a long-time friend and colleague and my go-to guy whenever I feel the 
need for a fresh look at a matter. As a former Chair of USTA Officials and Chair of the Rules 
committee, they do not come better qualified. Roy came through with flying colors because his 
suggestion definitely added clarity to what I found to be a tough subject to get a handle on. Roy 
hays HI! to all his friends in Mid-Atlantic and he and Ginny send their Best Wishes To All For A 
Merry Christmas.   
 
Continuing on, Code 34 says singles players should not talk during points. Well ……….. OK. 
Where doubles players are concerned, the word talking used to refer to communications 
between partners is a misnomer. I have never heard partners talk during a point. What I have 
heard and use almost every time I play are calls such as "out" - "yours" - "mine" - "go" and 
"switch." During a point, there is only time for a quick call that is loud, short and to the point. 
Code 34 says “talking” between partners is allowed as long as the ball is coming toward 
them and it does not interfere with an opponent's ability to play the ball. After your team has 
struck a return, mums the word. Any verbal communication then could be a hindrance and the 
opponents could stop play and claim the point.  
  
An advisory call of "out" can be a problem if made just as the ball is hitting the court. Actually, a 
call made that late is of no help to a partner and an opponent would have a good case to claim 
the point on a hindrance. But in all my years of doubles, I have never been confused by an 
advisory out call. An opponent would have to be really unaware of what was going on to 
confuse an advisory out call with the real thing, especially when the ball is still well in the air. 
 
Grunting (Code 37) joins talking as another misnomer in The Code and it’s about time we come 
up with a better term for the high decibel sounds being made by some players as they hit the 
ball. Grunting doesn’t even come close to describing what has gone on. But here is the good 
news, as far as the tennis you and I play, and this is what this series is all about. Grunting to the 
extent it is a hindrance is a rarity. And if it does happen; it’s almost always ignored. Consider 
that in 45 years as an official and nearing 70 as a player I have never had to deal with it. As far 
as our play is concerned, it‘s much ado about nothing.  
 
But what can you do if you run into it? Well, with no official available - and that’s what this series 
is all about - nothing. Per Code 37, only an official may rule that offending mouth noises are a 
hindrance. OK, maybe there is something you can do about it, but it’s not in the book.  
 
The last Code in the Hindrance section (#38) addresses injuries caused by an opponent.  If the 
injury is accidental and the injured player cannot continue play within a reasonable time, he has 



to retire and the player who caused the injury wins the match. The best example I can think of is 
a player whose racket slips out of his hand when hitting an overhead and the racket hits his 
opponent. If the opponent is injured and cannot continue play within a reasonable time, he has 
to retire and the player who caused the injury wins the match.  
 
If a player deliberately commits an act that injures his opponent and affects his ability to play, 
the injured player wins the match by default. Two examples of a deliberate act are a racket 
thrown at an opponent and a ball hit in anger or frustration after a point is over.  
 
That’s enough for this issue of Match Point. Trying to give you a better picture of The Code has 
taken more than I thought it would, but I don’t want to leave you short. The next column should 
see the series to completion.  
See you then. Wait! One more thing. Merry Christmas!  And Happy New Year to boot. 
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